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Streak2O is a machine learning data augmentation algorithm

based on the combination of two other independent algorithms:

Streak and Droplet. These three augmentations are implemented

as non-trainable TensorFlow custom Keras layers optimized for

eager execution in a GPU based environment. They generate

configurable random artifacts that imitate real life handwritten

historical document or manuscript water damage and document

mishandling. Testing these augmentation algorithms with small

subsets of the Nationat Institute of Standards and Technology

Special Database 19 (NIST-SD19) on a convolutional neural

network architecture shows that this new augmentations can help

reduce neural network overfitting falling partially into the

category of synthetic data generation.
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The Streak2O augmentation shows significant benefit in reducing

overfitting in small manuscript datasets. It also shows benefits for

synthetic data augmentation as it should help the neural network

focus on relevant features and ignore degradation and mishandling

artifacts in documents.

The scheduler for the augmentations developed into the callback

functions of the library should help introduce these algorithms into

incremental learning frameworks.

Although, the Streak algorithm similar performance to the

Streak2O in Droplet and Streak noises, the Streak2O

augmentation showed better performance in the Streak2O noise.

We can conclude that the two artifacts generated are in fact

different and combined during training offer better noise handling

performance than just using the Streak or the Droplet algorithms

independently.

One of the most widely studied problems in the field of pattern

recognition and computer vision is optical character

recognition(OCR)[1]. Handwriting Text Recognition(HTR) is a

sub-field of OCR that relates to detecting and classifying non-

mechanized characters, those written with ink, graphite or other

substances over a physical media. HTR imposes its own

challenges including segmentation, style variation by writer,

irregular spacing and orientation, usage of non-standard symbols,

and noise caused by degradation and mishandling[2][3].

Introduction

Background

Previous augmentation algorithms are based on simple

transformations, partial elimination of a training sample or

creating a chimeric sample based on two existing samples. Non of

these methods generate artifacts similar to manuscript degradation

and mishandling, and cannot mitigate detection and classification

errors caused by these types of artifacts.

Problem

In image classification, augmentation algorithms are routinely

utilized to enrich image data sets. Augmentation has two main

purposes, generating synthetic data to enrich small data sets and to

reduce overfitting over the training data. TensorFlow and

MATLAB offer built-in tools for implementing common image

augmentations such as rotation, horizontal or vertical reflection,

scaling, translation and shearing. Literature offers additional

augmentation methods useful for image classification such as

CutOut, SamplePairing and CopyPairing[4][5].

In general the modified samples used for training are generally

considered a type of synthetic data. For OCR and HTR, it is

possible to generate synthetic data that is not based on a currently

available data. For example, previous researches generated

training samples by using different computer font typefaces that

are then process by multiple random augmentations[6][7].
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The evaluation of the neural networks against multiple types of

noise is represented in the graphs bellow. They display the

accuracy and loss achieved by the neural networks by testing noise

and training augmentation both at their best epoch and their last

epoch.

Future Work

The tests against the NIST-SD19 are closer to synthetic data due

to the clean background of the images. The augmentation

algorithms should be tested using more robust manuscript datasets

that already bring their own artifacts.

The effective execution area of the algorithm is generally smaller

than the image size. With a quick boundary box calculation the

algorithm performance could be increase for whole page

augmentation by utilizing Tensor masks. The images used in this

paper were small and this optimization was not considered.

After identifying previously trained networks for HTR, the

algorithm could be applied to test incremental training.

Particularly imitating the synthetic data frameworks previously

cited[6][7] could be interesting future work.
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Streak2O, and its two brother algorithms Droplet and Streak,

generate randomized, pseudo-iterative artifacts that imitate

mishandling and water damage that should reduce overfitting

while allowing the neural network to prepare for real world non-

categorizing artifacts.

The International Conference on Document Analysis and

Recognition 2017 manuscript dataset (ICDAR 2017)[8] was used

to test the realism of the effects on historical images. The artifacts

generated by the algorithm can be observed on both historical and

synthetic data in samples 1, 2 and 3.

Background noise removal was performed by clipping the values

of the sample before running the algorithm. This base noise is

reintegrated after executing the algorithm preserving any original

artifacts. This allowed closed results to a K-means masking used

during prototyping but allowed faster execution during

TensorFlow eager execution.

Neural Network architecture was based on the work of Simoyan

and Zisserman[?]. Training was perform in subsets of the NIST-

SD19[9]. A total of 288 neural networks where trained under four

different randomization seeds, nine sub-sample training sizes and

eight augmentation configurations: Identity (control group), two

Droplet, two Streak, and three Streak2O configurations. Each

neural network was then evaluated against 28 different test

configurations, 4 seeds and 7 noises. The Identity noise refers to

no noise applied during evaluation. Shear, Rotation and CutOut

noises are external augmentations applied to the test set which was

chosen from the NIST-SD19 recommendation. Non of the test

images were used for training. The Droplet, Streak and Streak2O

noises match one of the configurations used for training under

different seeds generating different random input.

The accuracy and loss, percent and mean squared error

respectively, can then be compared at the best epoch and the last

epoch after training for a maximum of 50 epochs with an early

stop rule based on accuracy with a patience of 10 epochs. A

default 20% dropout rate was used, default Keras configuration.

Sample 1:

ICDAR 2017

Streak Augmentation

Sample 2:

ICDAR 2017

Droplet Augmentation

Sample 3:

Streak Augmentation

Synthetic Sample
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The control group(Identity augmentation) showed not significant

difference against any of the augmentations under shear and no-

noise testing groups. The control group could not identify testing

data under Droplet or Streak2O noise, and had less than ideal

performance under Streak noise.

The Droplet augmentation showed lower performance than other

augmentations under transformation noise: Rotation and Shear.

However, Droplet proofed partially more accurate than the control

group when degradation and mishandling artifacts where present:

Droplet, Streak and Streak2O. Particularly the Droplet-1

configuration, also used in Streak2O-s1g1, showed lower

performance against the rotation noise. The Streak augmentation

showed significantly better performance against the control group

and Droplet augmentation group for Droplet, Streak and Streak2O

noises.

The Streak2O algorithm had the best performance under the

CutOut noise and had superior performance against Streak2O

noise than just training under Streak or Droplet augmentation.


